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ABSTRACT
A receiver should have a wide dynamic range to reduce spurious re-
sponses to internally generated intermodulation distortion. The mathe-
matics of an unusual four-FET mixer are developed, and compared with
the conversion properties and intermodulation limitations of the simple
nonlinear-resistor mixer.
The effects of frequency-dependent terminations on the input and
output are discussed, and found to be highly important to operation as
a mixer. Departures from the ideal case are analyzed, and their effects
modeled as external perturbations on the ideal mixer. Expressions for
the mixer conversion loss and sensitivity, and relative generated inter-
modulation power are developed, completely describing the dynamic range
in terms of measureable device parasitic impedances.
The experimental section describes the methods used to measure the
various mixer and receiver parameters, and gives probable error ranges.
The mixer receiver is found to have a transducer conversion loss of 7 db
with a signal sensitivity of -120 dbm for a 10 db [S+N]/N in a 1 KHz
bandwidth. This is compared with the values found for the laboratory
receiver, a Collins R-390, with the same sensitivity. The dynamic range
of the mixer is found to be 120 db + 5 db, as compared with 83 db for
the R-390.
The degenerate behavior of the IM level at high drive levels is
discussed as an inquiry into the +5 db uncertainty in dynamic range.
The individual device characteristics are measured and values of sensi-
tivity and dynamic range are calculated using expressions developed
earlier; they are found to be identical to within the limit of experi-
mental error.
In appendices the theory of intermodulation is developed in more
detail. The normal assumptions of IM generation are found to be insuf-
ficient, and the two-pass analysis of IM is developed. An expression
for the total third-order IN power at the IF frequency is derived. Fur-
ther appendices explore methods of IM generation in purely square-law
mixers and the possible intermodulation-free cube-law mixer.
THESIS SUPERVISOR: Robert P. Rafuse
TITLE: Associate Professor of Electrical Engineering
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A WIDE DYNAMIC RANGE SINGLE-SIDEBAND RECEIVER
INTRODUCTION
The ability of a communications link to transmit information is limited
by several factors. These include the transmitted power and receiver sen-
sitivity to signal power, versus the system noise level and path loss. Also
important is the system bandwidth required--the rate and type of modulation,
compared with the bandwidth available. A final consideration is the system
susceptibility to or freedom from spurious responses, whether caused by
intentional jamming of the desired signals, or by accidental overload of the
receiver. This thesis involves the design and experimental development of a
receiver, for undesignated general use in the HF region (3 to 30 MHz), which
is largely free of undesired responses and spurious signals created by inter-
modulation distortion. The receiver obtains the necessary sensitivity, band-
width, and modulation detection capabilities congruent with its high dynamic
range, through the use of an unusual mixer based on a bridge of four Metal
Oxide-Semiconductor Field-Effect Transistors (MOSFET) and following stages
designed for high dynamic range with low noise.
FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF A TYPICAL RECEIVER
The basic function of a receiver is to convert a radio-frequency signal
onto which some information has been impressed into some other signal in
which form the information is readily accessible. With a radiotelephoneL -6-
signal, for example, the desired output would be an audio-frequency (AF) sig-
nal driving a speaker or line; with radioteletype, on the other hand, a digi-
tal output is- required to drive a local or remote teleprinter. A typical
superheterodyne receiver for radiotelephone signals might have a block diagram
similar to Fig. (1).
With the normal range of received signal voltages (1-6 V to 1.CV) it is
necessary to provide signal amplification before the information can be pro-
cessed. The basic superheterodyne provides most of this amplification at the
intermediate frequency (IF) with the AF amplifier designed primatily to drive
the output device. The function of the mixer or frequency converter then
becomes the raising or lowering of the received signal frequency to the IF
frequency. The local oscillator may be embedded in the mixer; it is shown
here separately for clarity. The detector or demodulator processes the IF
signal to make the information available for distribution by the output device;
it also specifies the modulation forms which can be received.
The signal sensitivity of this simple receiver is fixed by the noise fig-
ure of the IF amplifier, the conversion loss of the mixer, and the insertion
losses of whatever impedance matching networks may exist between the mixer
and the IF stages. Although the selectivity function (bandwidth determining
devices) may be placed anywhere in the circuit, there are certain advantages
in placing them between the mixer and the IF amplifier. The dynamic range of
this receiver is set by the entire system; if there is zero conversion loss,
from RF to output, each "black box" must have the same dynamic range. Pla-
cing the selective circuits directly after the mixer, however, eliminates the
effects of out-of-band signals on the IF amplifier and following stages, and,
at least for the intermodulation measure of dynamic range, reduces the
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required range of the following stages by the amount in decibels of the
selective attenuation of out-of-band signals.
Throughout this thesis dynamic range (DR) will be used as a measure of
system susceptibility to intermodulation distortion (IM). For this receiving
system the sensitivity is defined as the smallest signal which will produce
an output signal ten decibels (10 db) above the output noise level for a spe-
cified bandwidth (usually 1 KHz). A high-level two-tone signal, with fre-
quencies chosen such that 2wIw 2=wig, is introduced at a power level suf-
ficient to produce third-order IM products 10 db above the noise level. The
total dynamic range is then P - P . (in db). The dynamic rangetwo-tone signal (nd) h yai ag
of the system can be extended by increasing system sensitivity (limited only
by the thermal noise level--i.e. a noise figure of 0 db is the best possible)
and by increasing the power levels at which the internal components will
operate without "nonlinear" behavior. Although both methods are used for
increasing the DR of the receiver described in this thesis, the major effort
has been in designing mixers and following stages resistant to high power levels.
FREQUENCY CONVERSION AND MIXER OPERATION
NONLINEAR RESISTANCE
The function of the mixer is to add or subtract a locally generated RF
signal frequency to the frequency of the desired input signal in such a way
that the output is a signal at the IF frequency. Ideally the mixer has zero
conversion loss and P IF= RF The simplest mixer is a nonlinear resistance
with proper frequency-dependent networks attached. It is worth while descri-
bing such a mixer in some detail; although the mixer used in this thesis is
quite different in principles of operation, the fundamental limitations on its
dynamic range can be estimated by modeling its departures from the ideal
model as parasitic nonlinear-resistance mixers.
Any nonlinear device (one in which the transfer function is a function
of the value of one of the input variables) may be represented as a power ser-
ies around some point value. For example, we may define the value of a non-
linear resistor as a power series in I, the instantaneous current through the
resistor:
R(I) = r0 + r1I + r 22 + r31 +---.+r n 1n
Then the voltage across the resistor is (Fig. (2a) )
V =IR(I) I + rI2 + r 3 + +rn+l (2)o 1 2 n
Assume the series can be terminated with little error at the second term:
V = r 1+ r I2  (3)
Suppose the current consists of two sinusoidal currents, I and I2, at fre-
quencies w1 and w2. Then the output voltage
V = r ( 1 cosw 1t + I2cosw2 t) + r1 (I1 cosw1 t + 12cosw 2 t)2  (4)
The linear term simply reproduces the input signal. The square term, however,
gives: 2 2 2 2Vq = r1( Iycos mit +2I1I2cos1tos2t I2cos w2t ) (5)
2
recalling from trigonometry cos x = (1 + cos2x)/2 (6)
and cosxcosy = ![ cos(x+y) + cos(x-y) ] (7)
it becomes clear that the V term gives output signals at the frequencies
sq
2w1 and 2w2, DC, and w1W2 and w1 -w2. If we define w1 as the signal frequency,
and w2 as the local oscillator frequency, such that +(w2-W1 = WIF, the square
law nonlinear resistor can be used as a frequency converter. (Note that the
converter will also respond to a signal at the image frequency wr, chosen such
thatr LO IF; a signal at this frequency will combine with the LO signal
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to produce output frequencies of the form +wr LO, and the difference product
is also equal to the IF frequency. The normal procedure in mixer design is
to short circuit or open circuit the image frequency at the input with fre-
quency selective circuitry, simply to eliminate the power at this frequency
at the input port. This is not always possible; in the mixer which will be
described later, the exact form of the image termination becomes highly im-
portant. For the purposes of this discussion, however, it is assumed that
the image response is eliminated thaough some unspecified means.)
At the output port,
V = r (Isi )cosWIFt (8)
The assumption has been made that the resistor can be described ade-
quately be a linear term and a square-law term. In practice this is not
valid over an infinite range, and at some power level the cubic term of the
power series expansion begins to contribute measureable output power:
Vcubic= r2 ( 1 cosW1t + I2cosW 2 t)3  (9)
3 3 2 2 2 3 3
Vc= r ( I cos 3 t + 31 2 cos 2 tcosw t + 31 2cosW tcosw t + I cos 3 t) (10)
cu. 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2
The cubic term, when expanded, contains frequency components at w and w2'
at 3w1 and 3w and at 2w -w and 2w 1. These terms at frequencies of
12 1-"2 2-1:1
the form 2w +w are the third-order intermodulation (IM) terms, spurious
i:- j
responses generated by the mixer at an output frequency different from the
input frequencies. The danger occurs when one of the third order sums or
differences falls near the desired signal; in this case the receiver will
amplify, demodulate, and output this internally generated spurious signal as
if it were present at the input.
The actual mechanism for generation of third order IM is a bit more com-
plex than appears from the foregoing discussion. For a more complete analysis
-- 11-
see Appendix I; however, a few lines can indicate the process of IM generation.
Assume the input port sees the local oscillator at wLO, and two undesired sig-
nals at w3 and w . Further assume that the desired signal is at a frequency
. = s LOwIF and that the undesired signals occur such that 2w -W 4 =%. (See
Fig.(2b), which has 3 and w slightly offset to show their frequencies and
the frequencies of their third-order products.) This is the normal situation
with third-order IM; if the wIF = - (30Mz) (suppressing the 2A factors for
ease in writing--a 'shorthand") and ws = 1C MHz (values taken from the experi-
mental portion of the thesis) then the third order term will satisfy the above
relations for w3=12MHz and w =14MHz, or w3=l5MHz and 4=20MHz, or any other
combination such that 23-W4 = s. The cubic term will produce a voltage at the
third-order difference frequency, 2w3- 4, but this voltage must still be con-
verted down to the IF frequency by the square-law portion of the device. In
short, any IM production mechanisms must occur separately from the conversion
mechanism, and third-order IM is generated by signals going through the mixer
twice--once to generate the odd-order term, and once to convert the odd-order
term to the IF frequency.
To illustrate, let the resistor power series expansion be divided into
odd and even functions of I: R(I) = R (I) + R (I) (11)
Then the current is common to both the odd and even parts of the resistance,
and the voltage may be divided into odd and even functions:
V = V0 + V (12)
where V = IR (I) (13a) and V = IR (I) (13b)
0 e e o
The cubic term shows up in V :
Vcui= (3/4)r I2I cos(2w -W )t (14)
cubic 2 3 4 3 4
This is transmitted through the externam networds as an odd-order current into
the even-order resistance terms; if we let the transmission constant be K, then
-12.-_
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the final intermodulation voltage
V = (3/4)Kr r2 4 L coswIt (15)1N 2 3 4LO IF
If it is assumed that both the signal power (converted to the IF) and the IM
power (also at the IF) have the same load (since they are at the same fre-
quency), the dynamic range, as defined as the range between some arbitrary
signal power and the number of decibels lower in power the IM signal is,
D.R. = gen.by signal = IF(sig) = I(r IsILoI 2 (16)
Pgen.by IM VIF(IM) 12  (3/4)Krr12 4 2
(Note that this measure of dynamic range may be related to the usual measure
by setting IM power level at 10 db above the noise level. Then the output
signal power will be greater than the IM power by the amount (in decibels) of
the dynamic range.)
Assume equal signal power and undesired signal powers--Is = 13 = 4 I
D. R. = 4 (17)
16 2
K2r23
Note that since r1 has units of volts/cur and r2 has units of volts/cur3 the
K has units of cur/volts and the dynamic range is dimensionless, as expected.
Since we have assumed equal signal powers, the I1 signal has twice the total
power,in its two-ton of the desired signal; hence the total dynamic range
calculated above will be twice as great (+3 db) as the range measured according
to the 1G db above the noise criteria defined on a previous page. For meas-
urements with equal powers, therefore, 3 db must be added to the experimental
result to denote actual dynamic range.
Examining the above expression for dynamic range, it becomes clear that
intermodulation may be reduced (D. R. increased) by lowering the coefficient
-14-
of the cubic term (as expected) and by reducing the coupling coeffient that
allows the third-order terms to feed into the even-order (square-law) fre-
quency conversion portion.
An interesting feature of this mixer is that without the square-law
conversion term, no 1N will be generated. If some way were found to generate
second-order sums and differences without a square-law term, the mixer would
have an indefinite dynamic range. (More properly, if a mixer could be devel-
oped with no even-order terms, no IM could be generated.) The pure square-
law mixer is normally considered to have this characteristic, but this is not
necessarily true, depending on the terminations of the second-harmonic com-
ponents. (See Appendix II). If a mixer having a purely cube-law character-
istic is fed with the signal and LO frequencies and a DC offset voltage (a
voltage at the frequency WDC = 0) the output will produce frequencies of the
form cos( C + wL +w )t = coswFt and frequency conversion will take place.0- s
The limitation on this scheme is that all higher order terms in the polynomial
expansion will produce IN, both the odd-order terms and the even-order terms.
-15-
THE BALANCED-BRIDGE SWITCHING-STATE MIXER
The method of operation of the balanced-bridge mixer is fundamentally
different from the nonlinear-resistance method of frequency conversion. 24
In its simplest form, it requires four devices with measureably different
"on" and "off" states, with a means for externally switching between the two
states. (Fig. 3) Opposite pairs of devices on the bridge are turned on and
off at the local oscillator frequency, and the entire mixer may be modeled as
a double-pole double-throw reversing switch changing state at the LO rate.
The exact type of device is not important; in the ideal model case they can
be diodes, transistors, FETs, or any other two-state devices. (For example,
a mechanical switch, motor-driven, is entirely feasible at lower frequencies.)
In the ideal-model case, the transfer characteristics of the individual de-
vices become unimportant. The choice of MOS FETs for the experimental version
of this mixer was dictated by the unavoidable departures from ideal switching
states, in which cases the device characteristics do become important.
The device switching characteristic must occupy both the first and
third quadrants of its I-V plot. The FET has both first and third quadrant
regions of normal operation (Fig. 4a) while the diode first quadrant behav-
ior is collapsed into the vertical positive current line and the third quad-
rant behavior into the horizontal negative voltage line. (Fig. 4b) The indi-
vidual devices may switch either voltage or current; the bridge configuration
satisfies power conservation at either port.
As an illustration, assume devices D1 and D2, D3 and D are paired two-
state current-control devices, controlled by the third terminals crossing in
the center of the bridge. (Fig. 3) Then, with DI and D2 off (passing zero
-16-
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versing switch.
If the switch poles are driven at some switching rate 6(T), where d (T)
is a square wave reversing function (Fig. 5)
2 0 e jLOnt l](InI-l)/2 (18)E(T) = - n
x int
it is possible to define an LO frequency wLO= 2g/T (Fig. 6).
If V. =V cosw t then V =V. 6(T) (19a)in s s out in
Vout 2 [ cos(o 0+Ws)t + cos( OW "s)t ] + higher order (19b)t it c LO t + LO ] + terms
The higher order terms are all odd-order, of the form mw LOs where m is even.
It should be noted at this point that frequency conversion has been
achieved with nothing said about nonlinear resistance or individual device
characteristics at all; the only assumption made was that both perfect
switched states are attainable. For non-perfect switching the situation is
more complicated, as will presently be shown; for the moment, however, at-
tention will concentrated on evaluating the output signals and the effects
of frequency dependent terminations.
Assuming a square wave switching waveform, the mixer can be modeled as
a three-port (Fig. 6) not unlike the conventional mixer. The difference is
that the black box has a simple time domain operation ((T), corresponding
to the frequency domain operation of mixing. At the IF (output) port,
VIF =s E(T) and IIF =s e(T) (2G)
Since E(T)- e(T)=l, Vs = VIFE (T) and Is = IIFE (T) (21)
and the mixer is bilateral--the output and input ports can be interchanged
without affecting the conversion properties of the mixer.
- jq,
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Assuming a desired signal at ws is the only signal available at the
input port, the output voltage
V OUT= 2 V [ cos(w O s )t + cos(WLO +Ws )t (22)
The output voltage has components at'both the IF and sum frequencies,
VV + V* ](23)
IF- S sum
It is possible to eliminate the sum frequency power at the output with a
parallel-tuned LC trap set at the IF frequency; this sets V = 0 at the
output, and 2
V = -V (24)IF it s
Since the mixer is completely bilateral, it is possible to look upon
this IF voltage as an input signal at the reverse input port.
Then V' = V and the voltage at the input port
s IF
V =2 V [cos( + )t + cos(W -W )t (25)
reverse IT IF L IF LO IF
This has components at the signal frequency and the image frequency, and
V =2 V and V =2 V (26)S(rev.) - IF r(rev.) - IF
Hence V =T V it VIF s(rev.) - r(rev.) (27)
It is clear from Eqn. 27 that if the input appears as a short circuit at the
image frequency, the IF output voltage drops to zero. The normal method of
separating the signal and image ports and eliminating image response is to
short circuit the image frequeicies at the input; this is clearly impossible
here.
A similar analysis, performed for the current frequency components, shows
that it is possible to terminate the currents independently of the voltages.
The image frequency power may be eliminated at the input by open circuiting
the input at the image frequency; the Ir(forward) becomes zero and the Pr
also becomes zero. Thus we may eliminate image response by allowing no image
frequency current to flow at the input, and eliminate sum frequency power by
short circuiting the output for all but the IF frequency. Reversal of the
input or output constraint--open circuiting the sum at the output instead
of short circuiting it--requires reversing the other constraint. To sum-
marize,
If sum frequency is shorted at output
then image frequency must be open circuited at input
OR: If sum frequency is open circuited at output
then image frequency must be shorted at input.
The above equations show that shorting the signal frequency voltage or
open circuiting its current will eliminate the IF frequency voltage or cur-
rent at the output, which is not particularly surprising. Under short cir-
cuit sum--open circuit image constraints, the input impedance for some load
4 2
resistance RL will b -2 4RL; the output current is - times the signal cur-
rent, since the apparent constraints are reversed for current. The total
it 2
output power is -V I = P and the mixer conversion loss is zero. With2 sv s s
the constraints reversed for voltage, the input impedance is __4
-Z-
DEVICE LIMITATIONS
It is unfortunately the case that no switching device is perfect. In
general the on' state will have a measureable voltage drop, and the off
state a measureable current, due to parasitic impedances in series and paral-
lel'tkith the ideal switch model of each device. A second departure from per-
fection has to do with the switching waveform. It is apparent from the fore-
7going discussion that the optimum waveform is a simple square wave. (This in
itself is unusual, inasmuch as the single-ended mixer works best with a con-
duction" waveform approaching an inpulse train.'8 The reversing switch model
requires that equal time periods be spent in the off and on' states for
each device, and it is evident that any transition time between states
represents a time in which the device appears as some unspecified nonlinear
resistance. This is undesireable, since this behavior causes conversion loss,
and subjects the mixer to IM generation while in a transitional state. In
practice it is difficult to say much about the transition time behavior, and
the greater part of the effort here will be expended on calculating depar-
tures from ideal models based on parasitic impedances, with perfect square
wave switching assumed.
PARASITIC IMPEDANCE ANALYSIS
The following analysis will be a first cut at describing the effects of
the parasitic impedances. The mixer will first be analyzed under the assump-
tion that the off state of the devices is percect (no reverse current) and
that there is a small but measureable voltage drop across the on devices.
The assumptions are then reversed, with the effects of off-state current
flow analyzed with the voltage across the on devices equal to zero. These
approximate solutions should be good enough for estimates of the conversion
loss and I generation levels of the mixer (though a slightly different ap-
proach is more rewarding in the investigation of conversion loss). A simple
extension of the analysis will allow an iterative solution of the exact
values of these solutions.
It will be worthwhile to separate the common mode and difference mode
voltages and currents as measured on the terminals of the mixer.(Fig.7, 9)
In addition the parasitic impedances are separated into odd-order and even-
order portions, with the parasitic voltages or currents also split into odd
and even-order components.
For Fig. 7 the mixer will be analyzed in terms of total voltage drops
around the input and output paths for both states of the mixer bridge; this
allows us to separate the effects of the terms which are converted by the
mixer and those which are not. The voltage drop across the on devices is
written as a function of current; dividing them by their instantaneous cur-
rents defines them as extermal impedances.
For state 1, with devices D and D2 on and D3 and D 4off, 1=2
Vlc + Vld + vI - V2d - 2  = 0 (28)
2 2
Vlc Vd + v2 + V2d 2c (29)
2 2
For state 2, with D3 and D on and D1 and D2 off, 1= 2
Vlc + Vld + v3 + V2d 2c =' (3C)
2 2
Vc Vld -'- v - V 2 d V 2 = C (31)
2 
-
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The small v's represent the small voltage drop across the devices in the
on state. It is assumed that they can be written as functions of their
current; and by comparing the polarity of the currents that pass through
the individual devices when they are on, we may write
V1 = f(-I ) f(-I 2 ) (32)
v 2 = f( 2 ) (33)
v3= f(-1 1  f( 2 ) (34)
v4 = f( 1) f(-I 2 ) (35)
Then vl = (1/2)[ f(-I ) + f(-1 2 ) ] (36)
and similarly for the other vi.
Let f(I) = f (I) + f (I) where (37)
f (-I) = f (I) and f (-I) =-f (I) (38)
e e o o
The state 1 constraints become
Vic + + [f (-)+f(-I) + f (- 2) + f (-I2 2d -2 = 0 (39)
2 22
Vlc~ ld + e ) + f ) + f (I2) + f (12)] + V2d
2 " 2 2
Adding (39) and (40) gives
Vlc + (1/2)f (1) = V2c - (1/2)f e(12)
while subtracting gives
Vld f0 ( ) = V2d + fo(1 2 )
Following the same procedure for state 2 gives
Vlc + (1/2)f ) = V2c - (1/2)f (12)
-V 2 c (46)
(41)
(42)
(43)
V- f(I) [ Vd + f (12  1 (44)Vd o 1 2d + 2
It becomes clear that the even order voltage components are not affected
by the state change, while the odd-order components have reversed polarity.
-26-
Therefore the odd-order voltages must be in series with the input voltage:,
while the even-order voltages remain unconverted, and do not show up in the
total input voltage. The effects of these on-state voltages can be removed
from the mixer and modeled by external voltage sources, or (if divided by
their currents II and 12) as impedances. (Fig. 8)
A similar method is used for finding the effects of the off-state
current flow, based on the common-mode and difference-mode currents indi-
cated in Fig. 9. Some addition has already taken place at the input and out-
put transformers, with the result that the form of the equations will be a
bit different with the given variables; however, the equations are consistent
with the devices and circuits, and the results are similar: The even-order
currents are not converted, and show up in the center of the input and out-
put transformers, while the odd-order terms add or subtract to the input
currents, and their effects are converted. In detail, the method involves
summing the currents at each node; for state 1, nodes p and q collapse to
node pq and nodes r and s to node rs (Fig. 10a); and for state 2, collapse
to nodes qr and ps (Fig. 10b). The effects of the even-order and odd-order
terms h (Y) and h (V) are shown in Fig. 11.
The result is a first-order approximation to the effects of the parasitic
impedances. For a more accurate iterative solution, the voltage across the
h functions must be modified by the voltage drops of the on devices. The
external-source derivations were done independently, and the total charac-
terization follows Fig. 12. The h function across the input and output now
becomes h [V - 2(f (I)) I and the f becomes f [I - h (V) 1. The substitutions
2
are continued until the values converge.
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CONVERSION LOSS
It is clear that the conversion loss of the mixer with parasitic imped-
ances will be greater than zero db, since the real parts of the on and off
device impedances represent dissipated power. In practice the major contri-
bution to conversion loss is the on-state resistance, in the FET fixed by
the minimum channel resistance. The off-state series resistance is on the
order of several thousand ohms or more, and the capacitive reactance to ground
is of the same magnitude, in a typical FET. A good estimate of the conversion
loss, therefore, simply models the mixer as the input voltage source (with its
internal generator resistance R ) in series with the on-state resistance RON
(or ZON for general solution). The conversion loss is a difficult quantity
to measure, depending on an exact knowledge of the mixer output impedance;
more readily available is the Transducer loss, the ratio of available input
power to actual output power into the load resistance RL. The available
input power is IN while the actual output power is IVOUT 2 . If we
4R 2RL
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The intermodulation products generated in the parasitic impedances have
one important difference from the IM as analyzed in the simple nonlinear re-
sistance. Since the frequency conversion follows the odd-order impedance at
the input, one pass through the E(T) conversion is sufficient for IM gene-
ration at the output. Similarly, the third-order term in the parasitic im-
pedance at the output takes the undesired signals, converted to frequencies
WLO± i and WLO j, and converts them to frequencies of the form
2[LO i L+ [ ± ], which includes a component at wLO - [2w ]=i1 +[L iL J 3.-Ji IF
Both odd-order impedances, on input and output, contribute to the generation
of third-order IM.
assume the frequency terminations used in the experimental work, of short
circuited sum at the output and open circuited image at the input, the out-
put impedance ZOUT = T_ [ R + ZON] (Fig. 13a and 13b) The input voltage
4
VIN transforms to a voltage generator of 2V in series with ZOUT, and the
output voltage VOUT = (2/-A)VINRL (45)
R + ZON + 2 [ZONg+R
IT
LT = IN = 2 [ RL + ZON + (4/ 2 )(R + ZON 
4
ROUT (46)
SIGNAL LEVEL PERTURBATIONS
There is another limitation on the power levels which the mixer can han-
dle before the IM generated becomes measureable. The mixer has been charac-
terized as if the only variables controlling the operating point were the
switching waveform amplitudes. However, with high signal levels--both
desired and undesired signals--The operating point will vary with the instan-
taneous amplitudes of the input signals. The problems arise when the
switched states do not have an infinite range of voltage or current avail-
able over which the state remains unchanged, and the signal level on the
devices can drive them into non-linear regions. (Fig. 14) This mode of
IM generation most closely approximates the normal modes of IM generation in
conventional mixers, and it is not surprising that the best results and
lowest IM occur with devices designed for minimum IM in conventional mixers.
This large linear range in normal circuitry is another of the reasons for
the choice of FETs for the switched devices&,1 0,11 ,12 ,1 3 ,1 4,1 5The normal on
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state of an FET has a resistance greater than zero, on the resistive portion
of the I . vs. V curve. For large signals on the source (as in the
bridge mixer) the operating point moves along the characteristic (fixed V )
into the nonlinear region, generating IM.
TRANSITION TIME BEHAVIOR
The final limitation on dynamic range comes from the transition times
associated with any real-world switching system. While the optimum LO wave-
form is a perfect square wave, the combination of high required LO power and
7
relatively high frequency (on the order of 10 _Hz) take such a wave diffi-
cult to obtain. Much more likely to occur is a clipped sine wave (Fig. 15)
with fairly long transition times, on the order of T/6 each way. This means
that the FETs spend a good fraction of time traveling through a succession
of operating points somewhere in the normal operating region of their char-
acteristic curves, over a general area (Fig. 16) fixed by the amplitude of
the input signals at the source and the approximate path of the operating
point between the on and off states. The Amplitude of the intermodulation
will be greatest when the FET is somewhere near the middle of the transition,
and the output amplitude may be approximated by 'triangles, of base width t
and period T/2.
SUMMARY OF THEORETICAL ANALYSIS
The dynamic range of the balanced-bridge mixer is thus seen to be the
range over which the mixer can operate without running into the device limi-
tations. Conversion loss and system noise figure set the lower limit on the
-5-
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sensitivity, and intermodulation generated by parasitic impedances, signal-
level-produced nonlinearities, and transition-time effects sets the upper
limit of the dynamic range.
This portion of the thesis has developed the mathematical theory behind
an unusual mixer circuit, and shown that the ideal model is free from IN and
implies zero conversion loss. The departures from the ideal case have been
analyzed in more or less detail, and methods have been developed for esti-
mating the dynamic range of the resulting mixer from experimental measurements
of the fundamental device limits.
The following section of this thesis is devoted to a description and
explanation of the experiments conducted to measure the performance of a
real-world version of this mixer, operating in a single-sideband receiver.
-9
EXPERIMENTAL
ORGANIZATION AND EQUIPMENT
Experimental systems should be capable of accurate measurement of as
many of the experimental variables as possible. While the major concern of
this thesis is that the receiver have the greatest possible dynamic range
with the best possible sensitivity,we must also specify and measure the
performance in terms of bandwidth, information and modulation modes, detec-
tion capabilities, and output mechanisms.
The basic receiver consisted of the mixer, fed directly by the signal
generators through a variable attenuator and a low pass filter. The local
oscillator power was taken from a Boonton power amplifier operating at 40MHz,
with a Kay Model g Sweep Frequency Generator feeding the amplifier. The IF
output was fed into a rebuilt commercial crystal filter, modified for wider
dynamic range and greater resistance to IM. This was followed by a 'black
box IF amplifier and another crystal filter, unmodified. The detection
devices varied; for measurement of dynamic range, a Collins R-390 receiver
was used as a detector with built-in frequency meter and relative power meter.
A phase detector, with its own 3C MHz local oscillator, was also built, based
on the mixer design, and used with a variety of audio amplifiers.
Receiver sensitivity was measured as the minimum discernible signal,
for a 1C db S+N/N ratio in the R-390, at 1 KHz bandwidth. (Fig. 17) With
no signal input to the mixer, the R-390 BFO was turned on and RF gain (on
manual gain control) was set to give a noise level in the Line Level meter
of 1C db below the arbitrary 6 db level. The GR 805C oscillator was set for
Vout= 2.8 volts rms which corresponds, at 50 ohm impedance level, to +22 dbm.
(All sensitivity measurements were conducted at fs = 10C. MHz.)
SENSITIVITY MEASUREMENT
mn
The variable attenuator was set for a measured signal+noise to noise ratio
in the R-39C of 10db; the signal sensitivity is then dbatten -22dbm = sens.(dbm)
Most of the intermodulation measurements were made with third-order
products, since for normal power levels these will be dominant over higher-
order products. The first signal generator was retuned to a siutable w. and
a second GR 805C oscillator, tuned to a suitable w . such that 2w.-w.=1C. MHz,
was fed into the mixer. The second generator was adjusted for equal signal
level, and both generators were attenuated equal amounts at all times. The
R-39C was again set for -lCdb relative on Line Level meter, and the attenua-
tion on the GR oscillators set for a third-order fM signal level 10 db above
the noise level, or 0 db relative. This gave a measure of the required signal
power (in dbm) of the undesired signals for IM to be produced with a 10 db
[S+NJ/N ratio. The dynamic range is then the difference between the EI power
level (dbm) and the signal sensitivity (in dbm) plus 3 db (because the total
power of the IM two-tone is twice as great (+3db) as the signal power level).
The dynamic range is clearly a measure of how large nearby undesired signals
can be while the desired signal is the minimum possible, the 10 db [S+N]/N
signal. (Fig. 18)
For example, suppose the 10.0 MHz sensitivity is 105 db below the +22 dbm
input signal; for 10 db signal plus noise to noise ratio. Then Sens.= -83dbm.
If the required IM level is 33 db below the 2.8 volt signal vo-ltage = -11 dbm,
the dynamic range is +83 dbm +[-lldbm] + 3db = 75 db.
-4,-
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DISCUSSION OF SUBUNITS
MIXER
The mixer used in the experimental version of this receiver was based
on a bridge of four FETs. The transistors used were Fairchild 2N4C0670 MOS
FETs, which come packaged in pairs in a single TO-5 can. The two FETs in
each can have a common source, but separate gates and drains. The sixth lead
into the case is the substrate. (An earlier version of this same mixer has
16been described by Lange. ) The RF input was applied to the common sources,
and the IF output taken from the individual drains. The substrates were
biased at +22.5 volts; although they are shown on Fig. 19 as separate leads
for clarity, each pair has only one substrate lead. The paired leads are
isolated by 10C Kilohn resistors. (This isolation is important, based on
the FET physical model, of which more will be said later.) The local oscil-
lator was fed into the gates of the four FETs in alternate pairs; the gates
themselves are DC decoupled so that they may be DC biased individuatly by the
gate bias network (Fig. 21). The LO input port is set at 50 ohms unbalanced
input impedance by the 4:1 hybrid transmission line transformer and the two
100 ohm, two-watt resistors (Fig. 20) The output (IF) is short circuited at
the sum frequency by a parallel-tuned LC circuit set for the 30 MHz IF fre-
quency. (The input is open-circuited for the image frequency by the external
low-pass filter). Both RF input and IF output ports are 50 ohm unbalanced,
brought up to 2CC ohm balanced inside the mixer by the 4:1 hybrids. (Fig. 19)
CRYSTAL FILTERS
The crystal filters used in this receiver are based on two commercial
five-pole filters made by the CTS Knights Co. The specifications are 6 db
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passband of 10 KHz at a center frequency of 30 Hz. The filter following
the IF amplifier was used unmodified; the filter following the mixer was
rebuilt in shielded enclosure to reduce out-of-band transmission, and new
input and output impedance-matching networks added. The center-tapped coils
were wound on larger powdered-iron (type SF) cores for lower internal IM, and
the resonating capacitors replaced by JohannsenL0-14 pfd. piston trimmer
capacitors. The rebuilt filter is shown in Fig. 22; the commercial filter
is the same, with two exceptions; the input variable capacitance in the
ground return (and the output also) has been eliminated, and the variable
capacitors are all fixed, with the exception of three trimmer capacitors
resonating the three tapped powdered-iron coils to 30 MHz.
The rebuilt filter was aligned using the arrangement of Fig. 23; the
passband was displayed in storage mode on the Tektronix 549 and the trimmer
capacitors set for the desired passband.
Each filter had an in-band insertion loss of 5 db, and an out-of-band
attenuation of approximately 65 db for the commercial filter, and greater
than 80 db (the limit of the log amplifier) for the rebuilt filter. The
cascade of both filters had a 6 db passband of 10.0 KHz, and a 60 db pass-
band of approximately 20 KHz, giving a 6 to 60 db shape factor of two to
one. The commercial filter followed the IF amplifier, so the effective
insertion loss of the total selectivity circuitry was the 5 db insertion
loss of the rebuilt filter (since the IF amplifier NF and power gain set
the overall noise performance.)
IF AMPLIFIER
The IF amplifier existed previous to the implementation of this thesis,
and was used as a black box. Its power gain was approx. 30 db, and NF = 1.0 db.
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LOW-PASS FILTER
The low-pass filter was designed to provide a transmission zero at the
IF frequency of 30 MHz, and to show as an open circuit for the image fre-
quency (between 30.5 and 60.0 MHz). The graph of attenuation versus fre-
quency (Fig. 24) for the filter (Fig. 26) shows a peak attenuation at the
f = 30.0 MHz of greater than 90 db. The high-frequency behavior is approx-
imated by a series inductor, providing the needed open circuit at the image
frequency. The attenuation below the 30 MHz cutoff frequency is less than
(.5 db.
DIPLEXER
The diplexer (Fig. 25) was designed to provide isolation between the
two signal generators used in intermodulation measurements. The parallel
tuned circuits present a high impedance to the signal from the opposite
generator; without this isolation, the signals from opposing generators were
feeding back through the reverse transconductance of the output tubes of the
generators, and the internally generated intermodulation was masking the IM
generated in the mixer. The attenuation of each LC circuit is approximately
30 db at the frequency of the opposite generator, and essentially zero at the
generator output frequency.
PHASE DETECTOR
With minor modifications the mixer will work as a phase (or product)
detector for single-sideband signals. (Fig. 27a and 27b) The LO input
network, operating at a single frequency of 30.0 MHz, raises the impedance
level to 10,000 ohms balanced to allow lower LO power with the necessary
10 Volts RMS on the FET gates. The output network short-circuits the sum
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frequency through the .001 microfarad capacitors; the AF output is taken
through a UTC LS-140 four to one, balanced to unbalanced impedance matching
transformer, performing the same function as the hybrid transmission-line
transformers at RF. The image frequency open is taken care of by the crys-
tal filters.
No attempts were made to optimize performance, other than adjustment
of LO level for lowest conversion loss, under the assumption that the same
procedures should be followed as were carried out on the mixer.
SECOND LOCAL OSCILLATOR
The local oscillator for the phase detector is crystal-controlled at
a frequency of 30.000 MHz. It consists of a tuned-collector, tuned-base
oscillator using a Fairchild 2N3564, feeding a class B/class C amplifier
using another 2N3564, with a pi network for matching the output to 50 ohm
unbalanced output impedance. The output power is +17 dbm at 50 ohms, and
this is fed through a variable attenuator into the LO port of the phase
detector. The phase detector internal circuitry raises the impedance
level to 10,000 ohm balanced through a 4:1 plated core transformer (not a
hybrid) and a 100:1 L-network, balanced, at 30 MHz. The two iron-core
inductors are wound on type SF powdered-iron cores, as is the 1:1 collector
tuned circuit/output transformer in the oscillator stage. The two RF chokes
are unmarked wonder" variety, showing a parallel resonance at approximately
30 MHz from internal stray capacitance. All variable capacitors are Johannsen,
the 57-70 pfd. one being a 1-14 in parallel with a 56 pfd. mica capacitor.
(Fig. 28
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The first local oscillator is essentially a black box. The frequency
is set by the Kay Model v Sweeper, set on manual sweep; the LO signal is
amplified to 2 watts average by the Power Amplifier, and fed at 50 ohms
unbalanced into the LO input of the mixer.
One unfortunate limitation of this arrangement is the high shot noise
level in the output of the power amplifier. The noise level is shown in
Fig. 28a as measured above the system noise level; note that near the signal
frequency it rises to 55 db above the noise level, and remains greater than
or equal to 10 db above the noise level for 500 KHz on either side of the
signal. Ordinarily this would be no problem, since the signal sensitivity
is unaffected. However, if there is a strong signal near in frequency to the
desired signal, it will convert the LO noise to the output frequency. If the
frequency difference between the two signals is 100 KHz, the converted noise
will be the power level of the undesired Aignal times the power level of the
shot noise 100 KHz away from the LO center frequency. For example, if the
undesired signal is 5 db below the level of the desired signal, and the shot
noise at 100 KHz is 20 db above the noise, the noise level at the mixer out-
put will increase by 15 db. If the desired signal is only a few db above the
noise level, it will become unreadable.
The most direct solution is to use a narrower-band LO power source, one
designed for minimum shot noise. This problem is not basic to the mixer, but
involves instead the development of low-noise power amplifiers. Several db
improvement was obtained by passing the local oscillator output through a
three-cavity bandpass filter tuned to the center frequency (half-power BW
of filter was approximately 500 KHz.)
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
RECEIVER PERFORMANCE AND DYNAMIC RANGE
The experimental results of mixer/R-390 detector sensitivity and D.R.
can be presented as a table, comparing them with the performance of the R-390
as a receiver operating at 10.0 MHz.
FET Mixer receiver Collins R-390
Sens. 10db [S+N]/N -120 dbm 
-120 dbm
D.R. 10db [S+N]/N [120+5] db 83 db
There are several large reservations in interpreting this data; however, in
a useful sense, the dynamic range of the mixer receiver is about four orders
of magnitude greater than that of the Collins laboratory receiver, with the
sensitivities the same. (All data was taken with a 1 KHz bandwidth in the
R-390 intermediate frequency stages, used both as a detector (ior the mixer)
and as a receiver by itself. This set the effective noise bandwidth at 1 KHz
for both systems.)
The + 5db variation in the dynamic range measured on the mixer is not
due to measurement error (tich is on the order of + 1 to 2 db on all meas-
urements) but comes from degenerate behavior of the IM versus signal level
curve for high signal levels. The physical theory of intermodulation shows
that the power level of IM of the form cos(2w +w.)t goes as the fourth power
of the I. and the second power of the I.; in other words, for every db increase
in the power level of the signal at w1 , the IM level will increase 2 db;
while for every db increase in the power level at w., the IM level will also
increase 1 db. If both signal power levels are increased 1 db, then, the IM
level will go up by 3 db. This is the Theoretical line on Fig. 29.
-57-
At high two-tone signal levels (total power at +6dbm to +14dbm) the third-
order intermodulation level may stay constant with increasing two-tone power
or even decline toward a minimum point (the circle and triangle curves on
Fig. 29). The exact behavior is very much a function of the FET gate bias
voltages.
Although the gate DC bias voltages are made independently adjustable
with the goal of matching gate turn-on characteristics, the actual voltage
levels are widely different, even for separate halves of the same twin FET.
One suspects, therefore, that the bias potential adjustment is matching
and cancelling coefficients of the nonlinear resistance power-series expan-
sion of the FET drain current versus drain-to-source voltage curve. It is
not clear whether this operates primarily through the third-order term in
direct 14 production and cancellation, or through the cancellation of the
second-harmonic terms at the symmetric points of the balanced bridge. In
any case, adjustment of the bias potentiometers to a minimum measured IM
allows a large extension of dynamic range. (In addition, nulls of varying
depths occur at different potentiometer settings, lending credence to the
theory that it is the cancellation of coefficients that is affected by the
bias voltages. In all cases, the potentiometers are adjusted for the
deepest IM null.) For high signal levels, the operating points of the FETs
are perturbed by the signal levels, and coefficients change, moving the IN
out of the gate bias null. The result is that the IM may be nulled down to
an unmeasureable level at some arbitrary signal (two-tone) level, and it
will increase markedly if the drive level is raised or lowered, either
direction out of the null. The triangle line on Fig. 29 shows the IM behav-
ior with the bias potentiometers set for an IM null at +9db. Although it
appears that the 10 db [S+N]/N ratio line now intersects the curve at +9.5 db
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instead of the theoretical value of +3.3 db, for a gain in dynamic range of
6.2 db, the fifth-order IM products (shown as the x' line) are now well
above the third-order products. This is an unusual situation; generally the
dynamic range of a mixer is so small that the fifth-order products are unmeas-
ureable for normal two-tone power levels. The intermodulation level is now
set by the amplitude of the fifth-order products, at +5.7 db, for a gain in
dynamic range of 2.4 db over theoretical. As the third-order products move
to the left on the graph of Fig. 29, the fifth-order curve will move to the
right, and by biasing for a null at 10 to 12 db relative, the two lines may
be made to cross at the 10 db [S+N]/N line, giving a dynamic range somewhere
between 2.4 and 6.2 db above theoretical. The third-order IM is re-estab-
lished as the point where the hump to the left of the null point crosses the
10 db line, and the actual advantage in dynamic range approaches 3 db. The
greatest gain in dynamic range is possible if the flat region of the IM curve
can be made to coincide with the 10 db signal plus noise to noise ratio line;
in this case it is impossible, and attempts to move the flat region down end
up with sharp nulls at some power level, similar to the triangle curve.
The maximum value of D.R. shown in the table, 125 db, was measured with
the coefficient cancellation adjusted for maximum dynamic range; the lower
value of 115 db is the value for D.R. measured with a well-behaved IM vs.
two-tone level curve. The value of 125 db is usuable as a measure of D.R.
in any case, since the IM level is set to remain less than or equal to 10 db
above the noise level over the range 115-125 db. That is, although the IM
generation process is not well-behaved, the IN level is 125 db or more below
the signal level for sensitivity defined in the usual way.
The maximum dynamic range was found to occur with an LO voltage of
approximately 10.5 V RMS. At this voltage both ends of the D.R. are maxi-
mized; sensitivity peaks and the IM level nulls (not to be confused with the
null found by adjustment of the FET gate DC bias level.) The gate turn-on
voltage of an FET is on the order of 5.5 volts; this value of 10.5 volts RMS
AC on the DC bias voltage of several volts is seen to be about the required
voltage swing for optimum switching into the on and off states.
The second-harmonic behavior of the mixer (the even-order terms in
the center taps of the input and output transformers, Fig. 12) is not well
understood. It is expected that grounding the center taps of these trans-
formers will provide maximum D.R., by setting the second-harmonic currents
to ground and the voltages to nearly zero at these terminals. However, the
best performance was found with the input center tap grounded and the output
center tap open-circuited or DC grounded through a ferrite RF choke (two loops
of No.26 Formvar wire through a double-holed ferrite bead, with Rdiss approxi-
mately 1000 ohms at 30 MHz). More study is needed before the second-harmonic
behavior can be completely characterized.
It was found that at the typical two-tone input levels (from 0 dbm to
+15 dbm) the ferrite toroids in the original input hybrid were being driven
nonlinear and generating IM themselves. This was cut down by doubling the
area of the ferrite cross-section and increasing the number of turns, to cut
down the internal B field and keep the core from saturating. The conversion
loss of the mixer appeared to reduce the two-tone levels sufficiently that
this preventive measure was not needed at the output port.
SENSITIVITY AND CONVERSION LOSS
The system sensitivity was measured at 142 db below a +22 dbm signal,
for a sensitivity of -120 dhnfor a 10 db signal plus noise to noise ratio.
-G1--
The thermal noise level is -204 dbW/Hz = -174 dbm/Hz -144 dbm/ 1 KHz,
for a 1 KHz bandwidth and noise bandwidth. The system sensitivity is -12C0 dbm
for a 10 db [S+N]/N or reil- ievel :-1,A30, &m. The system noise figure is
144 - 130 = 14 db.
The NF of the IF amplifier is less than or equal to 1.0 db, and the inser-
tion loss of the rebuilt crystal filter in-band is approximately 5 db. The
conversion loss of the mixer is then 14 - 1.0 - 5 db = 8 db. (There is also
the additional--small--insertion loss of the low-pass filter).
According to the data sheet on the Fairchild 2N4067, the channel resis-
tance in the fully on state is on the order of 100 to 300 ohms. Substituting
this value for the Z in the conversion loss expression, Eq. (46), and let-
ting the RL = R = 200 ohms, the transducer loss (since that is what we are
actually measuring) is on the order of 7 db (for Zon = 100 ohms) to 12 db (for
onn
Z on = 300 ohms). It is clear that the major portion of the transducer loss
comes from the channel on resistances; in addition, the load resistance is
not matched, but is fixed by the 4:1 hybrid, and there is some impedance
mismatch loss (included in the transducer loss formula.)
INTERMODULATION GENERATED IN ODD-ORDER
OFF-STATE REVERSE TRANSCONDUCTANCES
It is found from theoretical considerations that the off-state parasitic
capacitance provides the fundamental limit in a diode mixer, generating IM
at levels typically 60 db below the signal sensitivity level. While it is
possible to derive the polynomial coefficients for the diode capacitance as
the Taylor series coefficients of an expansion of the incremental capacitance
as a function of the diode voltage around some fixed value (such as V =
the physical mechanisms of the FET allow only second-order effects for cubic
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and higher terms in a power series expansion of the drain to source capaci-
tance. To estimate the effects of the higher-order terms in the Cds poly
nomial with the FET in the off state, the incremental capacitance was measured
as a function of Vds on the Boonton capacitance bridge. This measures cinc
as the partial of charge with respect to the partial of voltage at some C and
bias voltage V.0 The points of _ are operated upon by the method of di-
v
vided differences to obtain a polynomial expression for the incremental cap-
acitance as a function of VDC'
If _ = a + bV + cV2 + dV3 + .... (47)
v
and total capacitance (the desired capacitance) can be written as a poiy-
nomial expansion around V = 0,
C(V) = C0 + C1V + CV2 + ----- (48)
then all the C. are constants and we can write Q(V) = VC(V) (49)
and _4 = Q(V) = C 0+ 2CV + 3C22 + -- . (50)
v V
hence C = a, C1 = b/2, C3 = c/3 etc. and we have a complete expression
for the total capacitance as a function of the DC bias voltage over some range
near V = 0. The current through the channel is then d[Q(V)] and the current
dt
(intermodulation)is then equal to
d_[ C2V ] where V is the total instantanedos voltage across the drain to
dt
source. If V = V cosW t + V.coso t for third-order 14 with 2e-w. = Ws.i i 3 J. i J Sig
then the intermodulation current is
I = d [C (3/4)V V cos(2w.-w )t] (51)
dt
= -3C V2V.[ (2w -w.)sin(2w.-W.)t ] (52)
S2ij i. j i J
where 2w.-w. = w and if we let the i and j frequencies have equal amplitudes
1 J
V. = V. = V1 j (53)
Dynamic range = 2
II[ 2
(V )/R +R I 2IN 2 IN I s
jC2QNRI Wsj
4 R +RI
(56)
(57)
(58)
D. R.= 16(R +R IN)4
24 6 2C V R wsC2 VIN RINws
If matched, RIN = R and D.R. = 256 1
9 2 2 4 2
2 s IN R
From the divided difference analysis of the incremental capacitance, the
total capacitance as a function of voltage has approximately the coefficients
C(V) = 1.28 + 0.0051V + O.C01OV 2 + .C019V3 + 0.6607V4 pfd. (59)
with the error terms unfortunately large because of two-place accuracy in
measurement of V on the Capacitance bridge (that is, the coefficients require
more decimal places to appear than the experiment is accurate.) Nevertheless,
the term C2 115 F/V2 (6)
over the range -lVoltl6 V 4 +lVolt.IN
the intermodulation current amplitude is 
_3C2 3 .4
If the parasitic impedance is on the input across the itiput port (as in Fig.
11) the voltage across it is approximately the same as the voltage across
the load resistor (Fig. 3C) and V = V INRIN (54)
R +R
The signal current in the load resistor (here designated RIN, the input
repistance of the mixer from the load resistance transformed bilaterally) is
approximately I = V (55)
R +R0gIN
+F IG. 30)
FOiZ '#RACIOK im cALCULATIcn4
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For a typical single signal input power of +3 dbm = 2 X 10-3 Watt at 200 ohms
V2IN r eak) -XU 3  ad 2 -3 2S2 X 13 and V 2= 3 X 1C X 10 = 0.3
IN
2(200)V 4 = 0.64
D. R. = 256 1 (61)
9 ) X-3l( 42X14)(6.64)(4 X 10 )
D. R. = 1 = 2.8 X 10 = 114.5 db (62)
(9)(4G)(10~ 14)
with the addition of 3 db because of equal individual powers in the two-tone
D. R. = 117.5 db.
Inasmuch as the values for C2 make the final answer accuracy ± 15 db, the
actual value is within the limits of the measurement arror of the calculated
value.
It appears, then, the fundamental limit on the dynamic range of an
FET operating as a mixer with the signal at the source is the incremental
source-to-drain capacitance. The experimental mixer is operating at or
near this dynamic range. If we are careful and take the undesired signal
voltages at the power levels at thich the output Il is exactly 10 db above
the noise level, the value calculated should be exactly the same as the ex-
perimental value. For two-tone at +3 dbm (each power) the approximate
level at which this much IM output power is generated, the calculated value
is within the limits of the experimental identical to the measured value for
dynamic range.
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CONCLUSIONS
An unusual mixer using four field-effect transistors in a balanced-
bridge configuration has been analyzed in terms of both ideal models and
approximate representations of the departures from the ideal case. The
two limits on dynamic range, system sensitivity and intermodulation levels,
were found to depend primarily on device characteristics which can be
measured as departures from the ideal device model, and the dynamic range
of a mixer can be calculated from these measurements, to within a few
decibels.
It is worth looking for possible improvements in dynamic range through
more complete mixer characterization and better device characteristics. At
the present, the effects of second-harmonic terminations in the mixer are not
clearly defined, and more work is needed to describe them. It is possible
that a DC bias voltage between the source and the drain of the FETs would
be able to move the Cds onto some portion of its curve in which the C2 term
is zero for reasonable excursions of voltage. The FET model, which at its
simplest consists of a channel resistance in series with the parallel combi-
nation of a drain-to-source capacitance and back-to-back diodes, from source
to substrate and drain to substrate, indicates that better offestate capaci*
tance behavior should result if the gate is located midway down the channel,
so that the two diodes will have equal characteristics and their odd-order
terms will cancel each other out, leaving only the effect of the pinch-off
depletion region capacitance. With regard to sensitivity, the conversion
loss of the FET mixer could be reduced if the on resistances were negli-
gible compared to the generator and load resistances, and the load resistance
were matched for maximum power transfer (or, for minimum noise figure). The
insertion loss of the rebuilt crystal filter also contributes 5 db to the
system noise figure, and some more effort should be expended in trying to
reduce this insertion loss. The easiest way to gain dynamic range is to
increase sensitivity, since 'every db increase in sensitivity allows a 2 db
decrease in IM level through resistive padding and signal attenuation at the
input. In short, although this mixer--receiver works at the limits of the
individual device characteristics, further improvements are possible.
FOOTNOTES
1. Torrey and Whitmer, pp 111-178
2. Rafuse
3. Lange
4. Caruthers
5. Thompson
6. Rafuse, op cit
7. Ibid.
8. Torrey and Whitmer, op cit
9. Wallmark and Johnson, pp. 309-311
10. Richer and Middlebrook
11. Fitchen and Sundberg
12. Middlebrook
13. Lepoff and Cowley
14. Orloff
15. Gretsch
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APPENDIX I
INTERMODULATION
The simplest mechanism for generation of intermodulation distortion
is the third order term in a v-i relationship describing the operation of
some device. As has been shown previously, this third order (V3 or I 3) term
produces voltages or currents at w., w., 3w., 3w. and 2w fw. and 2w.-w..i j J i- j J- I
With IM defined in the normal way, with 2w.+w. = w , the IM products must
2- j s
still be converted to the IF frequency by a second pass, through the square-
law portion of the converter. The mixer/converter must then be modeled either
as a series connection of an odd-order nonlinear impedance with the corres-
ponding even-order impedance, or as a series connection of two nonlinear
impedances, the first of which produces the IM and the second which con-
verts the IM down to the IF frequency.
Most analyses of mixer IM generation assume that an input consisting of
the LO signal and two IM-producing undesired signals will give an output at
the IF frequency; however, a detailed expansion of Vm=V coswLOt + V3cosw 3 t
+ V cosw t shows that instead, the mixer produces a large number of terms
corresponding to the input input frequencies taken times one, two, or three,
and one, two, or three at a time, such that the total of the w coefficients
(absolute values) is either one or three.
If we now allow some feedback mechanism to return these signals to the
input, a large number of frequency combinations will produce IM power at the
IF, the total power being the sum of the individual contributions, with pro-
per regard for the frequency dependencies of the feedback network and the
relative phases and possible cancellations of separate terms.
2 3Let V = r I + r 1 I + rI + ---- (63)out 0 2
-7'-
The linear and square terms will produce the same frequency terms already
examined. If it is assumed that there is no second-harmonic feedback (see
App. II) the intermodulation will be generated by the cubic term,
Vout(cubic) = r213 (64)
Then, let (bi) r2  LOcoswLOt + 13 cosw 3 t + I cos 4 t ]3 (65)
where I3 and I are some undesired signals at the third-order IM frequencies
2w 3 ~ 4 = s (66)
The expansion of the cube term follows
3 3 3 3 2 2 2 2 2 2(a + b + c) = a +b +c +3a c +3ac +3b c +3bc +3a b +3ab +6abc (67)
Letting a=kocosw LOt, b and c similarly with 13 and 1 4
3
and recalling from trigonometry cos x = (1/4)[ cos(3x) + 3cosx] (68)
and cosxcosycosz = l[ cos(x+y+z) + cos(x-y-z) + cos(x+y-z) + cos(x-y+z)] (69)
4
There are ten terms in the expansion of Vout* The first term is
r2 3[cos3wLt + 3cosw t] (70)
4
The second and third terms are of the same form, with the interchange of 13
and w3 and I and w for LO and W '
The fourth term is of the form
3I I cose t + 31 1[ cos(o +2w3 )t + cos (w -2w3)t] (71)
2 4
The fifth through ninth terms are similar in form with the correct currents and
frequencies inserted.
The tenth term is
6 ILOI3 4 [cos(wLO+w3+4)t + cos(wLO~4 ) + cos(WLO 3~4)t
+ cos(wLO~ (3 +W 4 )t] (72)
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The total amplitudes at each frequency are presented in TABLE II, calcu-
lated by summing all terms at each frequency.
Since w IF LO~ -s for third-order IM output at the IF frequency we must
convert down td the frequency wIF = WLO - 2w3 + W4 (73)
We can obtain this frequency by adding and subtracting other frequencies
to the frequency of the expansion terms in TABLE II ( the middle column of
TABLE II) in a square-law device generating terms of the form cos(xjy).
That is, before we can get any output at the IF frequency, we must add or
subtract other first-order or third-order terms to the terms of the cubic
expansion, the addition or subtraction taking place in a square-law charac-
teristic.
If we assume that each frequency wk or w 1 resulting from the cubic term
can be fed back to produce a current at the input, with feedback coefficients
Kk and K,, then the output voltage due to a sum or difference term is
Vout = r1 KkKaVk Vcos(w .+w-)t (74)
where V and V are the amplitudes in the right-hand column of TABLE II.
k M
The total amplitudes at the IF frequency for each frequency combination
resulting inIF output are shown in TABLE III. The Kk and Km are assumed
known for each frequency combination, and are left out of the total expres-
sions in the right-hand column of this table. The total IM voltage at the
output port is then the sum of the individual powers, weighted by the indi-
vidual feedback coefficients.
Third-order intermodulation is thus seen to be a highly complicated
phenomenon, with a number of variables that are not always easily described.
The IF frequency can be built up a large number of ways, with varying ampli-
tudes for each combination; but all combinations require a second pass through
the square-law portion of the mixer.
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APPENDIX II
INTERMODULATION IN PERFECT SQUARE-LAW DEVICES
If the intermodulation products can be assumed to pass through the mixer
twice (and they must, to produce an output at the IF frequency) one suspects
it is possible for them to pass through the mixer three times. This double
feedback loop introduces the possibility of IM a perfect square-law device.
Suppose the second harmonic current generated by the square-law mixer
characteristic is fed back to the input through some FB coefficient k. The
input port now has available signals at one frequency and twice some other
frequency; if these are the standard undesired IN frequencies chosen so that
2w -w. = s, then the output port will have available power at the difference
frequency, generated by the square-law charastic of the mixer. The final
assumption holds that this difference frequency is also allowed to feed back
into the input, where it combines with the local oscillator frequency wLO to
produce a signal at wLO- (2w i-W ) = W I.
If care is taken with the second harmonic terminations in the mixer, the
feedback coefficients will be extremely small, and the IN generated by the
secondharmonic behavior will be much less than that generated by the normal
third-order mechanism. Interestingly enough, the dynamic range of the experi-
mental mixer was very much a function of the second harmoricterminations; this
was probably caused by the very low level of the third-order products, allow-
ing the output to see the effects of the three-pass, double-feedback IN.
